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EMMA NELSON
 Emma is a very hard-working student that excels
in school. She comes to class with a positive
attitude and strives to do well. Emma is also very
involved with many clubs and activities after
school. She has helped out a lot with Interact Club
making T-shirts to raise money for gift bags that
(were) given to residents at The Grand nursing
home. Emma also helped with the Trick-or-Treat
for Hunger service project and collected many
bags of food around her neighborhood. Emma is a
kind, giving, individual that really enjoys helping
others in need.



SANDRA RUIZ

Sandra is not only a top student in Global
Studies, Sandra not only continues to grow in
her skills, but is unbelievably helpful with her
fellow students. She can be counted on to
assist anytime she is asked. She will also take
it upon herself to support and help her fellow
students when they are in need.



LUKE PROFERA
Luke has really started to break out of his shell
in class. He said he never wanted to talk, but
now he is active in conversation and works to
even make other students participate. Luke has
a great sense of humor. He also has been very
motivated with his work in class, emailing
teachers to ensure he is up to date and to ask
questions if needed. Luke is a positive role
model for his peers, even making sure his seat
partner also gets his assignments in.



MAX LOPEZ 

Max has been working so hard in math
and has seen great results. He is a great
student to have in class and is always
pleasant, respectful and appreciative of
any help he receives.



SETH PARKISON
Seth is a polite, respectful and
hardworking student. He is a student that
extends himself to help others and has
taken a leadership role in the classroom.
Seth’s strong sense of responsibility and
character makes him a great role model for
other students.



AXTON NACK
Axton brings a flood of positive energy
to the classroom. He is fun and
enthusiastic in class while also being
hardworking. Axton is motivated to be
successful academically and is a pleasure
to have in class.



JADYN CARTWRIGHT
Jadyn is an excellent student who is kind,
positive and helpful to her peers and staff.
Several times Jadyn has gone above and
beyond to help staff after hours in order to
make her school and the campus a better
place. Jadyn also participates on the field
hockey team and works part-time on the
weekends.



JEANNE STUPPLEBEEN

Jeanne has shown outstanding effort
and improvement. She is a hard
worker, kind, and an all-around
great person.



Congrats!


